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a b s t r a c t
Atmospheric evaporative demand can be used as a measure of the hydrological cycle and the global
energy balance. Its long-term variation and the role of driving climatic factors have received increasingly
attention in climate change studies. FAO-Penman-Monteith reference crop evapotranspiration rates were
estimated for 644 meteorological stations over China for the period 1960–2011 to analyze spatial and
temporal attribution variability. Attribution of climatic variables to reference crop evapotranspiration
rates was not stable over the study period. While for all of China the contribution of sunshine duration
remained relatively stable, the importance of relative humidity increased considerably during the last
two decades, particularly in winter. Spatially distributed attribution analysis shows that the position of
the center of maximum contribution of sunshine duration has shifted from Southeast to Northeast
China while in West China the contribution of wind speed has decreased dramatically. In contrast relative
humidity has become an important factor in most parts of China. Changes in the Asian Monsoon circulation may be responsible for altered patterns of cloudiness and a general decrease of wind speeds over
China. The continuously low importance of temperature confirms that global warming does not necessarily lead to rising atmospheric evaporative demand.
Ó 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Atmospheric evaporative demand (AED) refers to the combined
evaporation and transpiration over a land surface, which plays an
essential role in global atmosphere-hydrosphere-biosphere interactions (Huntington, 2006), and influences fundamental properties
of terrestrial ecosystems such as runoff, soil moisture and plant
growth (Fisher et al., 2011). AED encompasses different concepts
of evapotranspiration (ET): estimates of potential evapotranspiration (ETp) and reference crop evapotranspiration (ET0) as well as
measured pan evaporation (Epan).
ETp describes evaporation from an open water surface (Penman,
1948, Shuttleworth, 1993). The Penman formulation is a physically
based formulation that encompasses all meteorological variables
that govern the evaporative process. ET0 is an extension of the
original Penman formulation (Monteith, 1965) estimating the
combined water loss from soil and vegetation. The FAO PenmanMonteith (FAO-PM) formulation (Allen et al., 1998), initially devel-
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oped to estimate crop water and irrigation requirements, has been
used in many of the studies dealing with AED changes (e.g. AzorinMolina et al., 2015). Epan in contrast is an actual measurement of
AED with the help of evaporation pans (Smith, 1975).
All three concepts assume an unlimited water supply and are a
measure of the maximum amount of water transferred to the
atmosphere under given meteorological conditions. Only in humid
(not water-limited) environments will they directly give a reliable
estimate of the actual water loss to the atmosphere. However, a
complete investigation into the causes of actual ET rates would
require considering a number of factors (i.e. precipitation, soil
characteristics, vegetation cover and land use, among others).
The restriction of standardized conditions focusing exclusively on
the meteorological factors of AED alone makes it an ideal tool to
analyze and compare AED in different climates worldwide.
Milly and Dunne (2016) noted differences between GCM results
and AED estimates that are thought to come from the lack of adaption of stomatal conductance reductions to increasing atmospheric
CO2 concentrations. In general there is a fair agreement between
GCM results and ET0 estimates (Scheff and Frierson, 2014). While
GCM experiments are based on non-linear physical models, the
ET0 formulation uses only fixed land surface parameters to simulate
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the effects of a crop cover on AED. If results of GCM experiments do
represent a fair approximation of AED this would indicate a systematic bias in AED estimates with atmospheric CO2 concentration.
However, only if century scale changes are considered do differences amount to 0.03–0.5 mm d1 (Milly and Dunne, 2016). For
the much shorter time periods commonly considered in AED attribution analysis a fixed stomatal conductance would likely not
introduce noticeable errors. Any errors would be further reduced
by the smoothing effect of the regression equation used for the
attribution analysis.
In a warming climate, where a warmer atmosphere will be
able to hold more water and hence potentially allow for higher
AED, the hydrological cycle is expected to intensify (IPCC,
2013). However, despite globally increasing temperatures, most
studies have shown that measured Epan and calculated ET0 rates
are declining at both global and regional scales, mainly due to
reduction in terrestrial wind speeds and solar radiation levels
(Peterson et al., 1995; Roderick and Farquhar, 2002; Liu et al.,
2004; Roderick et al., 2009; McVicar et al., 2012). This contradiction is known as ‘‘pan evaporation paradox” (Brutsaert and
Parlange, 1998).
A correct understanding of temporal and spatial changes of AED
rates in a warming climate has far reaching consequences not only
for climate science in general but also for forecasting future AED
rates and developing suitable mitigation strategies for the projected stress on water supplies and agriculture. This is of special
concern in China, which feeds 22% of the world’s population from
only 7% of the world’s arable land (Piao et al., 2010). With a large
percentage of the farmland used for water-consuming rice crops
as well as vast tracts in semiarid areas with high irrigation
demand, the precise knowledge of AED rates and its potential
future development is of prime importance.
ET0 trends in China have decreased in general but have shown
large spatial variations both in trend direction and magnitude
(Thomas, 2000; Chen et al., 2005, 2006; Xu et al., 2006a; Wang
et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2007, 2009; Liu et al., 2010; Song et al.,
2010; Yin et al., 2010a; Tang et al., 2011; Li et al., 2014). Attribution
studies have analyzed to which extent the climatic variables governing AED (solar radiation, wind speed, relative humidity and
air temperature) lead to the observed ET0 rates. Decreasing solar
radiation (‘global dimming’, Li et al., 1998; Wild et al., 2005) and
diminishing wind speeds (‘stilling’, Xu et al., 2006b, Vautard
et al., 2010) have been cited as the major cause (Thomas, 2000;
Chen et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2006a; Wang et al., 2007, 2011;
Zheng et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2010; Song et al., 2010; Yin et al.,
2010a, 2010b;Tang et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2012; Fan and Thomas,
2013; Ye et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2015; Zheng and Wang, 2015;
Gao et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017). Even the first
attribution analysis of ET0 rates in China (Thomas, 2000) has
shown that rising temperatures do not necessarily cause rising
ET0 rates. This is line with results from other regional studies outside of China (McVicar et al., 2012). Variations in regional circulation intensity (Xu et al., 2006b; Gao et al., 2006) or teleconnection
patterns (Hartmann et al., 2009) are also likely causes.
A major drawback of all previous attribution studies has been
that they analyzed mean climatic values averaged over their entire
respective observation periods. The resulting long-term attribution
analyses provide no insight into temporal changes that might be
related to either natural secular changes or global warming. Time
series analysis of attribution is required to obtain new insights into
the causes of changing AED.
To study spatiotemporal variability of attribution patterns over
several climate zones and a large latitudinal extent, our objectives
are: (i) to evaluate the relationships between the driving climatic
factors and ET0 variability; and (ii) to assess their temporal and
spatial variation.

2. Study site and data processing
2.1. Climate data preprocessing
A total of 644 meteorological stations, with monthly data for
the period 1960–2011 were provided by the Climatic Data Center
(CDC) of the National Meteorological Information Center of China
(NMIC) (Fig. 1). The dataset includes monthly mean sunshine duration (SD, h), wind speed (WS, m s1), relative humidity (RH,%) and
minimum as well as maximum temperature (TMX, °C). With the
exception of the extreme western (western Tibetan Plateau) and
northwestern (Gobi and Tarim Basin) parts of the study area, the
stations are equally distributed covering an elevational range of
4800 m from 2 m to 4800 m. Climate data were homogenized
and missing values were estimated from up to 10 neighboring stations (Peterson et al., 1998) with the R package ‘climatol’ (R
Development Core and Team, 2004; http://www.climatol.eu/index.html). The homogeneity tests are applied on a difference series
between the tested station and a reference series constructed as a
weighted average of series from nearby stations. This homogenization methodology involves three steps: a type II regression, missing
data estimation and outlier and break detection and correlation
(Guijarro, 2014).
2.2. Estimation of FAO PM reference crop evapotranspiration rates
The FAO-PM method used in this study has been widely
accepted for calculating ET0 (Allen et al., 1998). In this method,
the land cover is defined as a hypothetical reference crop with
height of 0.12 m, a fixed surface resistance of 70 s m–1 and an
albedo of 0.23 (Allen et al., 1998). The FAO-PM equation to estimate ET0 (mm day1) is given as:

ET 0 ¼

900
0:408DðRn  GÞ þ c Tþ273
u2 ðes  ea Þ
D þ cð1 þ 0:34u2 Þ

ð1Þ

where Rn is the net radiation at the crop surface (MJ m–2 d–1), G is
soil heat flux (MJ m–2 d–1), T is mean daily air temperature at 2 m
(°C), u2 is the wind speed at 2 m (m s–1), es is saturation vapour
pressure (kPa), ea is actual vapour pressure (kPa), Dis the slope of
the saturation vapour pressure curve at air temperature T [kPa
°C1] and c is the psychrometric constant [kPa °C1]. Daily ET0 values were summed to monthly totals.
Net radiation at the crop surface Rn is a function of solar radiation Rs. With no directly measured Rs available, we relied on the
conversion of observed sunshine duration to Rs (Doorenbos and
Pruitt, 1977; Allen et al., 1998). Rs can be estimated from observed
sunshine duration using the Ångström formula (Ångström, 1924):


n
Ra
Rs ¼ as þ bs
N

ð2Þ

where as is the fraction of extraterrestrial radiation on overcast
days, as + bs is the fraction of extraterrestrial radiation on clear days,
n is the actual duration of sunshine (h), N is maximum possible
duration of sunshine (h) and Ra is the extraterrestrial radiation
intensity (MJ m2 day1). In order to derive solar radiation values
from observed sunshine duration, we performed regression analysis
with directly measured solar radiation data available for a subset of
123 stations available from the National Meteorological Information Centre of China (NMIC). The derived Ångström constants as
and bs were spatially interpolated to a raster surface. Interpolation
was performed by Kriging with extended drift using elevation as
auxiliary predictor and a 1 km DEM dataset in ArcMap 10.0 (ESRI,
2011). The as and bs values for stations without directly measured
solar radiation were derived from the raster data sets at the respective station location. The wind speed at 2 m above ground surface
was derived from the normal measurement at 10 m based on the
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Fig. 1. Location of 644 meteorological stations over China. Blue lines show the major rivers of China. Topographic data derived from 1 km Digital Elevation Model.

logarithmic wind speed profile equation given by (Allen et al.,
1998).
3. Methods

age (Lê et al., 2008) in R 3.23 (R Development Core and Team,
2004). The first six factor loadings resulting from MFA were interpolated with Kriging method using ArcMap software (version
10.0).

3.1. Analysis of relationships between driving climatic factors and ET0
variability

4. Results

The relationship between ET0 rates and climatic variables was
analyzed with multiple regressions on a monthly basis, with ET0
as dependent variable and SD, WS, RH and TMX as predictors, using
the ‘lm’ function in R software. Variables were selected into the
final model based on the lowest Aikaike Information Criterion,
using stepwise backward elimination of predictors. The contribution of each significant variable was determined by explained variance (EV).
3.2. Analysis of temporal and spatial variation of attribution
In order to analyze the temporal variability of the contribution
of the individual climatic variables, we further performed stepwise
multiple regressions for moving windows of ten years width
(1960–1969, 1961–1970,. . ., 2002–2011), which produces a time
series of EV for each station. We also explored the temporal and
spatial patterns of EV using a multiple factor analysis (MFA) on
monthly values. This ordination technique identifies the common
structure among different sets of variables defined for the same
individuals (Escofier and Pages, 1994). MFA performs separate
principal component analysis (PCA) on each set of variables. The
elements of each set are then divided by the square root of the first
eigenvalue of each PCA and a global PCA is then performed on the
normalized data set. We performed MFA for the EV time series (SD,
WS, RH and TMX) for 644 stations, by using the FactoMineR pack-

4.1. Relationships between driving climatic factors and ET0 variability
Values for as, bs and (as + bs) range from 0.13 to 0.32, 0.43 to
0.63 and 0.67 to 0.90, respectively (Fig. 2). Maximum (as + bs) values  0.8 which indicate maximum atmospheric transmittance for
very clear days are concentrated above 3000 m a.s.l. in SW and W
China. Our modelled as and bs values are in line with Chen et al.
(2004) who give very similar values and a comparable spatial
distribution.
Averaged over the entire observation period (1960–2011) the
four climatic factors (SD, WS, RH and TMX) accounted for almost
80% of annual ET0 variation over China, with higher EV in West
China than in East China (Fig. 3). In general SD explained the highest variance (on average 32%), with RH, WS and TMX each explaining consecutively less EV (Table 1).
At seasonal time scales spatial patterns of EV showed that SD
was the most important climatic factor determining ET0 rates in
eastern China and during spring and summer season (Table 1,
Fig. 4a and b). In contrast WS was important for ET0 changes in
the arid desert areas of Northwest China during autumn and on
the southern Tibetan Plateau during winter season (Fig. 4c and
d). RH explained the highest variance during autumn and winter
seasons (average EV up to 47%), while with the exception of northwestern China in spring (Fig. 4a). TMX EV remained low throughout the entire study area.
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Fig. 2. Spatial distribution of the coefficient as (Fig. 2a) and bs (Fig. 2b) interpolated from 123 meteorological stations as shown in Fig. 2a. Coefficients for 644 stations shown
in Fig. 2b were derived from interpolated data. Stations with (as + bs)  0.80 are marked with squares.

Fig. 3. Spatial patterns of explained variance EV (R2,%) derived by stepwise multiple regression with annual reference crop evapotranspiration (ET0) as dependent variable
and annual means of sunshine duration (SD), wind speed (WS), relative humidity (RH) and maximum temperature (TMX) as predictors.

Table 1
Statistics of multiple regressions with annual and seasonal reference crop evapotranspiration (ET0, mm) as dependent variable and relative sunshine duration (SD,%), relative
humidity (RH,%), maximum temperature (TMX) and wind speed (WS, m s1) as predictors. Values are explained variance (%) for each variable averaged for all individual stations.
F-Statistic indicates the mean (ranges) of F-statistic of multiple regressions for all stations. The *** represent significance at p < 0.001 level.
Season

SD

WS

RH

TMX

Total R2

F-Statistic

Annual
Spring
Summer
Autumn
Winter

31.9%
37.1%
55.1%
10.5%
6.0%

15.4%
12.1%
9.3%
15.3%
13.7%

21.4%
23.1%
17.6%
37.4%
46.6%

11.0%
21.1%
15.8%
14.0%
17.1%

79.7%
93.4%
97.8%
77.1%
83.5%

56.5 (7.8–258.2)***
204.9 (20.8–593.1)***
1173.6 (21.1–4526.1)***
54.0 (5.5–271.8)***
103.6 (2.7–843.7)***

Temporal attribution variability, as shown by the All-China EV
time series (Fig. 5), underlines that over the last 50 years SD always
was by far the most important climatic factor explaining ET0 rates,

with RH following on second place. WS and TMX each explained
slightly more than 10%. While SD EV remained relatively stable,
RH EV experienced a rapid increase in the last two decades;
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Fig. 4. Spatial patterns of explained variance EV (R2,%) derived by stepwise multiple regression with seasonal reference crop evapotranspiration (ET0) as dependent variable
and seasonal means of sunshine duration (SD), wind speed (WS), relative humidity (RH) and maximum temperature (TMX) as predictors.

reaching EV similar to SD. Seasonal rankings however were more
varied. Fig. 6 shows a pronounced seasonal distinction between
spring and summer and autumn and winter, respectively. Spring
and summer were dominated by SD explaining on average about
45 and 55% EV, respectively, with no distinct changes over time.
In autumn and winter the situation was reversed with RH explaining on average about 35 and 45% EV, respectively. RH EV increased
continuously during the last two decades reaching the level of
summer SD.
4.2. Temporal and spatial variation of attribution

Fig. 5. Time series of explained variance EV (R2,%) derived by stepwise multiple
regression with annual reference crop evapotranspiration (ET0) as dependent
variable and annual means of sunshine duration (SD), wind speed (WS), relative
humidity (RH) and maximum temperature (TMX) as predictors averaged for whole
China with moving windows of ten years.

To illustrate spatial EV variability over time EV averaged over 4
time slices each covering 21 years are shown in Fig. 7. With the
exception of TMX (EV range for a given area never exceeding
20%), all climatic variables showed pronounced variability, in some
cases with an EV range of more than 50% for a given area. Superimposed at large scales, however, SD and WS EV showed a stable
bisection along a meridional line running appr. at 105° E with
high/low EV for SD in the east/west and vice versa for WS. Over
the last 50 years the region of highest SD EV has moved northwards from the South China coast by more than 30° of latitude
to extreme Northeast China. In a similar fashion the center of maximum WS EV moved to the south in Western China, but WS EV also
decreased rapidly during the last two decades.
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Fig. 6. Time series of explained variance EV (R2,%) derived by stepwise multiple regression with seasonal reference crop evapotranspiration (ET0) as dependent variable and
seasonal means of sunshine duration (SD), wind speed (WS), relative humidity (RH) and maximum temperature (TMX) as predictors averaged for whole China with moving
windows of ten years.

MFA analysis yielded 6 factors explaining a total variance of
46%. Out of these the first three each explained about 10%
(Fig. 8). In contrast to the spatial arrangement of the EV of the
input data (Fig. 7), most of the factors showed more zonal patterns.
Particularly noteworthy are two linear structures in REOF #2 and
#6 at appr. 27° N stretching through most of Southeast China. In
contrast REOF #4 showed a patchy appearance with no obvious
zonal patterns.
5. Discussion
Since the first publication on ET0 trends over China (Thomas,
2000), numerous studies have confirmed that ET0 trends are generally decreasing over China (for a review of AED trends both in
China and abroad see McVicar et al. (2012)). China therefor fits
in a global pattern of generally decreasing terrestrial ET0 trends.
Since China is a vast area with different climatic regions it is not
surprising that spatial patterns of AED trends can be observed,
namely with regard to the temporal regimes of different monsoonal circulation branches.
AED trends, however, did not change monotonically during the
observation period. While trends mostly declined during the period 1960–1990, increasing trends were visible since the late
1990 s as reported by Gao et al. (2006) and Zhang et al. (2011a)
for the whole of China as well as by Chen et al. (2006) and Zhang
et al. (2009) for the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau. Chen et al. (2006) and
Xing et al. (2016) suggest AED rates display decadal variations

rather than monotonic changes. This is already an indication that
the climatic variables influencing ET0 rates also have to vary both
in temporal and spatial terms. Our attribution study of ET0 rates
in Yunnan Province in Southwest China (Fan and Thomas, 2013)
designed to analyze temporal variations of attribution has shown
that attribution is highly variable over time both on an intraannual and inter-annual variations level and between climatic
variables. Seasonal variations appear to be linked to the change
of properties and extent of monsoonal air masses in Southwest
China.
5.1. Relationships between driving climatic factors and ET0 variability
Even though the decrease of SD, WS and RH in general has to
lead to declining ET0 rates both trend magnitude and the sensitivity of ET0 to meteorological variables have to be taken into account
together to arrive at an understanding of the driving mechanism of
ET0 rates. It is known that the sensitivity of ET0 to meteorological
variables also varies spatially (Fig. 4, Gong et al., 2006; Yin et al.,
2010b; Zhang et al., 2011b). The decline of sunshine duration (‘global dimming’) is the main driving force for ET0 decrease in tropical
and subtropical China, which is consistent with the finding from
subtropical and tropical humid region of China (Yin et al., 2010b;
Stanhill and Cohen, 2001). In Southeast China the increase of aerosol concentrations accompanied with urbanization resulted in a
decrease of net radiation that led to decreases in ET0 rates (Liu
et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2011a).
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Fig. 7. Spatial patterns of explained variance EV (R2,%) derived by stepwise multiple regression with annual reference crop evapotranspiration (ET0) as dependent variable
and annual means of sunshine duration (SD), wind speed (WS), relative humidity (RH) and maximum temperature (TMX) as predictors for four separated periods (1960–
1980; 1970–1990; 1980–2000, 1990–2010) with a 21-year window.

Lower WS (‘stilling’) is the main cause of declining ET0 rates in
Northwest China (Fig. 4) which may be attributed to declining WS
trends being higher in North China then in South China, and being
higher in winter than in summer (Xu et al., 2006b; Wang et al.,
2007; Guo et al., 2011; Zheng and Wang, 2014). The marked
decrease of WS EV during the last five decades may be linked to
a diminished monsoon circulation (Wang et al., 2004). RH was
found to be most sensitive variable explaining ET0 rates in the
Yangtze River Basin (Gong et al., 2006). Our data however show
no remarkable connection between RH and ET0 rates in this region
as – with the exception of the immediate coastal region - moderate
negative RH trends combine with low EV. TMX always explained
less than 25% of ET0 rates. In the agricultural important Yangtze
River basin, TMX EV even reached the lowest values in all of China
indicating almost no influence on ET0 rates. Although warm temperatures induce ET0 to increase, mostly by lowering RH and providing energy input to the evaporating surface, temperature
effects on ET0 rates were negligible compared to other factors
(Yin et al., 2010b).
5.2. Temporal and spatial variation of attribution
The above cited studies were all based on average values over
their respective study periods and have not considered temporal

changes of the relative importance of climatic variables for ET0.
In a pilot study in Yunnan Province in Southwest China we found
that the attribution of climatic variables to ET0 rates was not stable
(Fan and Thomas, 2013). All-China EV time series (Figs. 5 and 6)
show both long-term trends (such as a gradual rise and fall in SD
EV), but also decadal scale changes such as the rapid rise of RH
EV since the late 1990s may in winter. Both SD and RH are directly
influenced by changes in precipitation and cloudiness, so varying
EV values point to altered circulation patterns. Sea surface temperature and ENSO regimes are drivers of precipitation in East China
(Ren et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016) with increased winter precipitation in South China since 1993 as reported by Ren et al. (2016).
Both may have contributed to observed SD and RH EV changes.
Spatial SD, WS and to lesser extent RH EV patterns show a
meridional division between East and West China at appr. 100°–
105° E (Fig. 7). This is a well-known climatic division in South
China between ‘Indian’ and ‘Chinese’ monsoon areas (Zhang,
1988) that further north defines the extent of the influence of maritime monsoonal air masses in China (Domrös and Peng, 1988).
This bisection is again an indication that the large scale circulation
is mirrored in spatial EV patterns: cloudiness and atmospheric
water vapour content in Eastern China control SD while predominantly dry and cloudless conditions in Western China favor WS as
dominant driver. Our finding is in line with Taban and Talaee
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Fig. 8. Spatial distribution of factors 1 to 6 (REOF#1 to REOF#6) derived from multiple factor analysis (MFA) of time series of explained variance EV (R2,%). Time series were
derived by stepwise multiple regression with annual reference crop evapotranspiration (ET0) as dependent variable and annual means of sunshine duration (SD), wind speed
(WS), relative humidity (RH) and maximum temperature (TMX) as predictors for 644 stations. Percentage of explained variance for each factor is given in the lower right of
each map.

(2014) who found that SD and WS dominate as drivers of ET in
humid and arid climates, respectively.
We applied MFA to evaluate if an underlying spatial organization of EV can be found (Fig. 8). MFA reveals three major spatial
patterns (REOF#1–REOF#3) that each explains about 10% of the
total variance. Perhaps the most striking feature is the almost complete absence of the meridional division between East and West
China visible in SD and WS EV in Fig. 7. Instead a zonal arrangement is apparent, REOF#2 shows this zonal pattern more clearly
with a distinct band of high values along appr. 27° N in Southeast
China. Both REOF#3 and REOF#6 show a sharp transition in the
same region. This coincides with the region where most of the
‘MeiYu’ rainbands are initiated (Xu et al., 2009), a seasonal precipitation belt that forms in early summer in Southeast China. Precipitation and cloudiness as drivers of SD again point to the summer
monsoon circulation as a possible decisive factor.
Compared to REOF#1–REOF#3 the patchy pattern of REOF#4 is
an indicator of the influence of local factors which often are related
to orography. This might indicate regions where orographic obstacles lead to cloud formation and dissipation on windward and leeward slopes, resp. Even though REOF#4 bears only a superficial

resemblance to an orographic map of China low values in particular follow large scale depression such as the Tarim and Tengger
desert basins in Northwest China and the Yangtze River valley in
Southeast China.
For the allocation of water resources in the dominant rice growing areas of South China, but also for the irrigation planning in the
wheat growing areas in North China, understanding and modelling
the future amount and spatial distribution of ET rates is of crucial
importance. ET0 rates estimated from GCM results (e.g. Mo et al.,
2013; Prudhomme and Williamson, 2013; Xing et al., 2014) are a
key component for crop water balance calculations. Given our
results GCM ET0 rates based on formulations that do not include
the effects of wind on ET have to be regarded with caution. Particularly in arid climates where wind speeds dominate attribution
(Taban and Talaee, 2014) ET0 rates in temperature-based models
will depend mainly on the increasing temperature signal and consequently display rising instead of decreasing ET0 rates such as in
Terink et al. (2013).
Attribution of climatic variables can be considered a useful tool
to verify if the underlying physics of a GCM model are able to reproduce the dependencies between ET0 rates and forcing
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climatic variables. Validation of GCM based ET0 rates should therefore not only be able to reproduce the spatial organization of ET0
rates, but also the spatio-temporal patterns of attribution. For century scale studies an adaption of the stomatal conductance value in
the FAO-PM method to rising atmospheric CO2 concentrations
would have to be considered (Milly and Dunne, 2016). Besides finding that large uncertainties exist in future ET0 projections using different GCMs, Xu et al. (2014) also note that ‘the sensitivity of ET0
based on GCM data in the baseline period is very different from that
based on observations, indicating that the regional climate model
did fail to preserve the sensitivity of ET0 in the baseline period’.
Even though the sensitivity of their simulated data in the future
period was similar to that in the baseline period it is obvious that
in such a case the resulting projections should be seen with caution.
6. Conclusion
Even though temperatures have increased, ET0 and observed
Epan rates have in general been declining during the last decades,
both in China and on a global scale. This contradicts the notion that
ET0 rates should increase in a warming climate. Decline of solar
radiation rates (‘global dimming’) and wind speeds (‘stilling’) have
been shown to be the main cause for decreased ET0 rates.
The attribution of the four climatic variables SD, WS, RH and
TMX to ET0 rates in China varies geographically and on a seasonal
basis. Maximum annual SD and WS EV are restricted to East and
West China, respectively, while RH shows an irregular pattern of
moderate EV. With the exception of Northwest China TMX EV are
low throughout the study area. We inferred that the east–west division of SD and WS EV are the result of the monsoonal circulation
with cloudiness governing SD variability in humid East China and
WS dominating under mostly cloudless skies in arid West China.
The temporal evolution of annual EVs shows that with the
exception of the last years SD EV always ranked highest and
decreased only slightly during the last decade. In contrast RH EV
experienced a rapid increase during the last two decades and
reached SD levels in the last years due to an increase in winter.
WS and TMX EVs remained on a low level and decreased slowly
over the study period. An analysis of the temporal patterns of circulation parameters over East Asia vs. EV values should allow distinguishing the underlying causes of the observed changes.
Our results confirm that estimating ET0 rates with simple temperature based estimation methods and without taking into
account WS will likely give unreliable results, particularly in arid
climates. For ET0 estimates derived from GCM data, attribution
analysis may be a helpful tool to assess the skill of GCM models.
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